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Sculpture by Andy Goldsworthy: lmaae from Andy 

Goldsworthy, Time 

A Statement of Intent 

tement 

• This investigation addresses architectural design 

through the framework of fragile architecture, as 

proposed by Juhani Pallasmaa and Ignasi de Sola 

Morales. 

• The Context for this exploration is Austin, Texas on 

the site of the abandoned Seaholm Power Plant along 

the shores of the Colorado River. 

• The Programmatic vehicle used for this project is a 

Center for Technological, Ecological, and Cultural 

Education. 

The purpose of this project is to examine the ways in 

which architecture impacts localities within the context of 

globalization. More specifically, this investigation seeks to 

cast architecture as an anchor to place and in opposition to the 

disorienting effects and placelessness of the global proto· 

culture. This project addressed these issues by subverting the 

monumental husk of the Seaholm Power Plant into a fragile 

container to the flowering of corporeal presence and physical 

experience, thus rooting the contemporary architectural design 

within the collective memory of the city and its inhabitants. 





Cultural Memory and Globalization: 

What makes a society like Austin unique is its culture. CuJ. 

ture is the sum total of ways of living developed by a singular society 

and transmitted from one generation to another!. 
A man who remembers alone 
what others do not remember Thus, it is the entire set of values, ideals, and beliefs 

:"!i:rss:=h~ ~sS: If held by a people, along with the artifacts produced by 

he suffers delusions. those beliefs. Of central importance to this definition is 
Maurice Halbwachs 

an emphasis on memory - culture must have a continu· 

ity to have any cogency. This continuity is a result of memory. Cul· 

tural memory creates cohesion in societies by giving a common tradi· 

ti on. 

As individual cities - developing and developed, new and old 

- begin to interact globally as producers and consumers, they are 

confronted with the strong yet unstable elements of a global proto

culture. This proto-culture is only partly formed because it is based 

on the very elements that have decayed locality: individuality, mass· 

consumerism, and the emphasis on speed, novelty, and disconnection 

encouraged by technological development. In these globalized cities, 

the things that are traditional tend to be marginalized to the new 

and more powerful cultural influences - the proto-culture - of the 

rest of the world2. Jettisoning local values in the face of globaliza· 

tion, however, leaves nothing to fill the void. There is no established 

cultural system to measure against, and with this kind of shallow 

importation, newness is reduced to mere fashion - the latest "new 

thing" imposed on a society without adaptation or critical evaluation. 
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Tith the degradation of local tradition and memory and the importa

on of imposed values comes the loss of the very thing that makes 

laces uniques. 

Furthermore, the postmodern emphasis on plurality and 

tulti-vocality has led to the decline of group consensus and a re

ewed cogency for the individual. Today, it is no longer possible to 

3sert one right way to live, work, or act - empowering all individu

ls to make these decisions for themselves. This development, on 

:i.e hand, is beneficial because it takes a step towards ending mean

tgless divisions in our societies and brings us closer to a mutual re

)ect for each other. At the same time, however, the loss of unifying 

arratives means that there is little to build cultural memory 

round - there is no datum from which to judge our own lives. A so

ety of individuals results, equal perhaps, but with only vague no

ons of collective memory or commonality. In such a society, there is 

o need for public space or discourse because there is no true com

tunity4. 

In many important ways, culture defined locally is inexpli-

1ble as such. The moment a culture is explained, it becomes dated 

removed from the realm of unconscious practice and turned into 

1ld history. Thus, it is necessary to realize that it is ultimately the 

~ople in the region, interacting with each other and leading their 

1dividual lives, which collectively and unconsciously generates cul

rre. This generation is difficult to abstract into a synthesis - it is a 

)listic and existential process. Furthermore, the proto-culture gen

·ated globally and imposed upon localities is in essence merely a 

~il or shroud over the local. The consequence for public spaces 

~eking to facilitate local culture, such as the Seaholm development, 

that the ultimate success or failure of the project depends on re-



moving the concealing scar tissue of globalization, rather than gen

erating locality as such. 

In a time where we constantly deny commonality across the 

human spectrum and where we fracture our societies into every con

ceivable special interest, we often deny the things that inevitably 

link us - the corporeality of the human form, the essence of our emo

tions. All of humanity eats, sleeps, dreams and hopes. We have 

more in common with each other than the desires harvested by mar· 

keting interests5. 

Monument 

ment 
The goal of this thesis is to facilitate a vital local culture 

within a context of globalization. In an architectural context, a 

building that is explicitly meant to explain or represent a culture is a 

monument to that culture. Monuments are artifacts that give struc· 

ture first to the undifferentiated fabric of the city, and second to the 

[In a cathedral] visitors are 
bound to become aware of their 
own footsteps, and llsten to the 
noises, the sln~na; they must 

breathe the lncena&1aden air, 
and plunge Into a particular 
world ... they will partake of an 
Ideology ... and will thus, on the 
basis of their own bodies, ex
perience a total being In a total 
space. 
Henri Lefebvre. The Production 
ofSoaco. 

undifferentiated jumble of competing cultural visions. 

The physical form of the monument acts as an organ· 

izational element within the city. The monument be

comes a node or landmark that orients inhabitanll 

and allows a mental image to coalesce around a solid 

structure6• Because monuments are touchstones of 

orienta~on for large numbers of people, they further 

allow a society to form similar images of their sur· 

roundings - thus unifying perception of place despite 

the potentially wide-ranging day-to-day experiences of a city's in· 

habitants. This unification leads to stronger cultural memo!)' 

4 



Industrial Monument Alte Volkllnger Hutte coal factory In the Ruhr valley: Image from Lucious Burckhardt et al. AJte Volk/Inger Hutte 
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because it is a commonality that everyone in a city can share. This 

can only happen, however, if a monument addresses the wider city 

and ties into the urban fabric7• 

The Seaholm Power Plant is already a monument in this 

sense. It is a large building with a strong image on a major public 

thoroughfare. This project should use the existing building's physi· 

cal monumentality to the project's advantage. The strength of the 

power plant fa~de, the power and rhythm of the smokestacks, and 

the force with which the intake building rises from the river should 

all be respected and enhanced. 

In addition to reinforcing a city's physical image, monu· 

ments reinforce a city's cultural image. Monuments stand for some

thing. They concretely represent the values, ideals, and beliefs of a 

society, and thus represent its culture. Pre-modern cultures repre

sented nearly every aspect of their social, religious, and environ· 

mental order. Every piece of the structure of a house or village 

contains the essence of some part of the culture that must be memo· 

rialized8. Likewise, the details of Greek temples were built to show 

the sacrifices that took place on their steps. Once again, the building 

unambiguously represents the way that animal sacrifice fits into the 

overall conception ofreligion and the world9. In such societies, every 

building is, in essence, a monument. 

The Seaholm building does not act as a monument in this 

sense. As it stands, the building is merely a fa~de. No activity or 

interaction takes place within it, and thus there can be no experience 

relating to it except as simply an image. The psychological nature of 

the cultural monument, as opposed to the physical one, demands a 

deeper interaction - an interaction that allows memory and common 

experience to manifest. 

6 



Today, however, monuments are different. Societies no 

mger function with the same cohesiveness of purpose. Societal 

;ructures have loosened and no longer is everyone expected at act, 

ehave, or believe in a similar way. Thus, memorial-

:ing memory in every urban artifact is no longer a 

ossibility. Now, cultural clarification comes through 

uildings created or preserved specifically as memo

.als. The grand arch and the old tower are used 

>lely to show a society's cultural ambitions. These 

Turmoil ls Inevitable once a 
monument loses Its prestige, or 
can only retain It by means of 
admitted oppression and re
pression. 
Henri Lefebvre. The P«>ductlon 
~ 

uildings are like concrete messages to the.future that explain what 

le group of people was all about. The difficulty with this way of 

·eating monuments is that they inherently speak only about one 

ay of looking at the world. In the multi-voiced society in which we 

ow live, it is impossible to summarize a culture based only upon one 

~oup's impressions, if indeed this was ever possible. Bearing this 

1ct in mind calls into question the very appropriateness of monu-

1ents at all10• 

Furthermore, the cultures that monuments represent are 

mtinually in flux. As an area is exposed to new ideas and beliefs, 

irtain parts of foreign cultures will inevitably be absorbed to create 

tltural hybridizations. This process, ancient in origins, has today 

~come a powerful force of continual change. In

~ed, one of the hallmarks of our postmodern condi

on is the emphasis on speed, novelty, and 

.sconnection brought about by globalization - all 

Memory must be a part of lived 
experience, otherwise it is his
tory - divorced from Individuals. 
Christine Boyer, The C!tv of Col
lective MemOfY, pg. 26 

·which is the antithesis of a stable local culture. Consequently, 

.onuments built in such an environment are inherently dated. 

hey represent a place that once existed, but our mercurial world 

tpidly obsoletes such things to the past11• Likewise, buildings from 

., 



a past era, preserved and placed in a historical context, are suddenly 

removed from present meaning and become merely museum pieces. 

In this sense, too, it is nearly useless to base a contemporary culture 

on the artifacts of the past because there is none of the currency and 

legitimacy required for real meaning and valid memory. 

The problem being addressed is this: monuments help a so

ciety structure its space and its memory - both necessary for a 

strong local culture - but they also act as instruments of oppression 

that reduce the voice of minority opinions and quickly become his

torical driftwood, left over from a bygone time. 

If any concretization of one set of beliefs is bound to impinge on a dif. 

ferent set, or else become obsolete in a rapidly evolving society, it be

comes necessary to create a new kind of monument for our new kind 

of culture. Churchyards and marketplaces can be as much monu

ments as the Egyptian pyramids. Village greens, town squares, and 

city parks are decidedly un-monumental in both mass and message, 

but they are monuments nevertheless because they can clarify a lo

cality's culture. These social condensers pull people together and 

encourage them to interact. With interaction comes shared values 

and beliefs. A sense of community is formed because people under· 

stand each other's dreams and ambitions. Within this community, 

the people themselves hold the structure and the memory - they 

themselves become the monument. Monuments such as these are 

not static like the old triumphal arch because they are also natural 

entry points of new ideas. Any one group within a city cannot claim 

well-designed public space and so the space can stretch to accommo

date different people and their values. These spaces allow new val· 

ues to filter slowly into a society through community interaction, 

rather than by imposition. Culturally distinct localities in the 21'1 

B 



mtury will be dependant upon the strength of commitment people 

ave to understanding and supporting each other. Monuments for 

us era cannot be static, but must instead accommodate change. 



The •monumental" Paley Park In New York: Image from Wllllam H. Whyte, The Secret Life of Small Urban Places 
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he Strength of Weakness 

If this project is meant to manifest locality in a global world, 

must become a monument to the local - the Seaholm development 

iould become a lighthouse of local culture that can weather the 

:orm of globalization. As stated previously, accomplishing this re

.rires a stance set not for local culture necessarily, but in opposition 

• global homogenization. This means that distinguishing a project 

om trivial proto-cultural intrusions and perverse market forces re

rires a strong and critical resistance to these 

rings. This resistance can only come from a 

inge, or marginal position, however, simply 

~cause of the dominating strength of the 

obal. The fringe in this case means those 

tings which are inherently set against global 

tlues. Things like place, corporeality, physi

Jity, and sensoriality are essential. Likewise, 

.e timeless now of globalization must be offset 

r a clear presence of fourth dimensionality, or 

:ne, in a project. Finally a project manifest

Art rooted to the site: Donald Judd, •untitled 1995": image 
from Chlnatl Foundation website. 

g locality must have an inevitable and unchanging stability to act 

opposition to constantly reinventing and self-consuming global

rl2.. 

The tendency of today's proto-culture is to reduce everything 

the instantaneous, the visual, the trivial, and the virtual. In op

•sition, this project seeks the timeless, the haptic, the stable, and 

e physical. The simplicity of these ideas belies the power within 

em. These things are meant to use deeply shared cognitive 

.1 
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rocesses such as emotions and perception to forge corporeal connec

ons to physical place. This is in opposition to the placelessness and 

omogenizing trivialities of a global proto-cultureis. 

Designing a building that facilitates local culture requires 

ot creating local culture as such, but instead requires the building 

1 oppose the negative values of globalization and then to enhance a 

mse of place. Why a sense of place? The point is 

iat globalization encourages visual and virtual 

q>erience. The problem here is that visual and 

irtual experience is strong but shallow... and it 

mds to be reduced to mere symbols - things repre

mting other things. Instead of this, the idea is to 

1courage a deeper type of experience - an experi-

1ce that enhances investment in a location - in a 

lace. This deeper experience comes in a phe

)menological way by concentrating on isolated 

1d profound experience, rather than numerous 

1d shallow ones14. Experiential depth comes 

1.rough greater sensory stimulation - provoking all 

' the senses including touch, hearing, and smell. 
Kolchlro Kurlta, •cracks In Ice": Image 
from website. 

l fact, Juhani Pallasmaa argues that since all of our senses grow 

it of specialized types of skin, the sense of touch is, in fact, the pri

.al one and leads to the greatest depth of experience. In this con

•xt, then, it makes sense to maximize the sense of touch as an 

::periential medium by concentrating architecturally on things like 

.ateriality, details, and anthropometric issues. 

If you have read this far: Congratulations ... you've waded 

.rther into this murky pool than I would have expected. It is around 

.3 
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this point in this essay that I have completely lost track of what I 

want to say. This literary breakdown brings to light an unfortunatt 

by-product of setting semi-arbitrary deadlines such as "graduation' 

on a thesis project - sometimes the words just don't come. Fortu· 

nately, I do not have to write with my own words anymore because I 

can use Peter Zumthor's. I found Zumthor's essay, "A Way of Looking 

at Things" at the beginning of my last semester here, and in it, Zurn· 

thor pretty much explains exactly what I am trying to do. Thus, what 

follows is a set of quotes, from Zumthor and from others, which 

should lay out the groundwork for what fragile architecture might be, 

and why it is so important. 

"Post-modem llfe could be described as a state In which everythln& be

yond our own personal bloaraphy seems vaaue, blurred, and somehow un

real. The world Is full of s1wis and Information which stands for things 

which no-one understands because they, too, tum out to be mere slwis for 

other things. The real thin& remains hidden. No-one ever aets to see It 

Nevertheless, I am convinced that real things do exist, however endan

aerecl they may be. There are earth and water, the ll&ht of the sun, land

scapes and veaetatlon; and there are objects, made by man, which are 

what they are, which are not mere vehicles for a message, whose pres

ence is self-evident 

These objects, [these bufldlnp], we perceive have no messaae for us; they 

are simply there. Our perceptive faculties g,ow quiet. unprejudiced and 

unacquisftlve. They reach beyond sl&ns and symbols, they are open, 

empty. ft Is as if we could see somethln& on which we cannot focus our 

consciousness. Here, In this perceptual vacuum, a memory may surface, 

a memory which seems to issue from the depths of time [ ... ] There is a 

power in the ordinary thlnp of everyday llfe ( ... ] We only have to look at 

them long enoulll to see it• 

14 



·1 believe that architecture today needs to reflect on the tasks and possi

bilities which are Inherently Its own. Architecture Is not a vehicle or a 

symbol for things that do not belong to Its essence. In a society which 

celebrates the Inessential, architecture can put up a resistance, counter

act the waste of forms and meanings, and speak Its own language." 

"Architecture has Its own realm. It has a special physical relationship with 

life. I do not think of It prlmarlly as either a message or a symbol, but as 

an envelope and background for llfe which goes on In and around It, a 

sensitive container for the rhythm of footsteps on the floor, for the concen

tration of work, for the silence of sleep." - Peter Zumthor. A Way of Look

ing at Things 

The architectural theoretician, Ignasi de Sola Morales also 

rites about similar issues, and specifically talks about fragile 

onuments: 

"The monument of the classical age Is the center, It Is the Imago de/, the 

figuration of a transcendent dMnlty that guarantees the consistency of 

time. The figure of the king In the middle of the Royal Square [ ... ] It Is not 

about this monument that I wish to speak, because this Is the monument 

that has provoked the crisis of the contemporary situation. The monu

mentality of weak architecture Is not continuous with the monuments of 

the classical age In either geometric or Ideological value, but only In what 

remains within the present context of that condition of recollection. The 

Idea of the monument that I want to bring In here Is that which we might 

find In an architectonic object for all Its being an opening, a window on a 

more Intense reality, at the same time Its representation Is produced as a 

vestige, as the tremulous clangor of the bell that reverberates after It has 

ceased to rlng. .. the concept of the monument Is bound up In with the lin

gering resonance of poetry after It has been heard, with the recollection of 

.5 



architecture after It has been seen.• - lgnasl de Sola Morales. Weak ArchJ. 

tecture 

Finally, Juhani Pallasmaa writes about fragile architect11J1 

from the perspective of the senses: 

• ... architecture has tllmed Into an art form of Instant visual Image, In

stead of creating existential microcosms, embodied representations of the 

world, architecture projects retinal Images for the purpose of Immediate 

persuasion. ( ... ) the tendency of technologlcal culture to standardize envi

ronmental conditions and make the environment entirely predictable Is 

causing a serious sensory Impoverishment. Our buildings have lost their 

opacity and depth, sensory Invitation and dlSC0118ry, mystery and shadow." 

- Juhanl Pallasmaa. Haptlclty and Tlme: notes on fragile architecture 

Other issues, equally related to the idea of fragility in arch 

tecture, without being specifically labeled as such include: buildiq 

to the site, reinforcing physical experience, and encouraging humt 

interaction. Building to the site means considering context while di 

signing a building, and valuing the pre-existing condition of conw 

and site. The building should become part of the fabric of the cil 

and reinforce pre-existing patterns. 

"A building Is less a structure set down on the ground, than a substance 

which emanates from the ground, which feeds on the structure, hlstor)', 

and memory of Its site so as to establlsh a ftuld and continuous relatloo

shlp with other surrounding fearures." Marlo Botta. The Ethics of Build: 

Ina. Pg102 

"The presence of architecture, regardless of Its self contained character, 

Inevitably creates a new landscape. This Implies the necessity of discover· 

1! 
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Ing the architecture that the site Itself Is seeking.• Tadao Ando. Towards 

New Horizons In Architecture. (Nesbitt) Pg. 461 

Reinforcing physical experience, as opposed to either virtual 

qierience or abstract theories is another aspect of fragile architec

rre as an outgrowth of other phenomenological theories. Intellec-

1al stimulation and virtual simulation are both valuable, but 

either deals intrinsically with the importance of local space. En

iging the aural, tactile, and visual senses through the architectural 

nphasis on materials, tectonics, and anthropometrics anchors indi

.duals to a place. 

"Architecture holds the power to Inspire and transform our day.to-day exis

tence. The everyday act of pressing a door handle and opening Into a light 

washed room can become profound when experienced through sensitized 

consciousness. To see, to feel these physlcalltles Is to become the subject 

of the senses." Steven Holl. Questions of Perception. Pg. 40 

Finally, the Seaholm design should encourage human inter

~tion and act as a stage for experience, creating well-designed pub

: space that is active, engaging, and that promotes community. 

"No matter what happens In the world of human beings, It happens In a 

spatial setting, and the design of that setting has a deep and persisting In

fluence on the people In that setting.• - Edward T. Hall. The Hidden Dl

me.naJ.Qn. 

"What attracts people must, It would appear, Is other people." William H. 

Whyte. The Social Life of Small Urban Soaces. Pg. 19 
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CONTEXT 

Introduction and History 

Austin was founded in December of 1838, after a decision by Presi

dent Mirabeau B. Lamar to create a city expressly to be the new Texas capi· 

tal. The site for the city was selected at what was then 
... nature looks down on [man) and broods 
In silence. Its noises of runnln& streams 
and wind In the trees are Its own, not di
rected at butsoothln&to him because he 
heard them before he heard the noises of 
civilization. 
Walter Prescott Webb (1888-1963) 

the frontier of Texas -- on the Colorado River at the edge 

of the Balcones Escarpment, next to a small village called 

Waterloo. At its founding, the city was named after 

Stephen F. Austin, the founder of the Texas colony in 

Mexico. The Texas capital was transferred to Austin in 1839, and the city 

was incorporated in 1840 with 856 residents1. 

This site is at the confluence of four major ecological regions - the 

Chihuahuan desert, extending west, the Tamaulipan thorn scrub, of which 

Place Is Important; It bears down on us, we 
mythlclze It - often it is our greatest com
fort, the one reaasurlngJy solid element in 
an otherwise soft ctty. 

the Rio Grande Valley is a part, extending south, the 

Great Plains, extending north into Canada, and the 

Coastal Plains, to the east. Within this larger framework 
Jonathan Raban. smt..Cl1Y. 

are such geological areas as the Texas Hill Country, 

which begins just to the west of the original Austin settlement, and the Ed· 

wards Plateau, a large region of raised limestone extending well into south 

and west Texas. The plateau and hills are the result of the 

22 
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Austin as It was In 1876: Image from John Reps, Birds Eye Views: Historic Uthographs of North American Cities 
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Balcones Escarpment and fault which run through the center of Austin - geo 

logical monuments to ancient tectonic activity. This rich ecological conver. 

gence has led to an unusual diversity in the region of plants and anima4 

many unique to the area. The land between Austin and San Marcos, twen~ 

miles to the south contains eight separate endangered species, with natunl 

habitats found only in this area. The primary trees of the area are miI&l 

groves of Live oak and cedar, with occasional stands of cypress in the stre811 

valleys between hills2. 

The element that links the various geological and ecological zones ii 

Central Texas is water. The Balcones Escarpment rears up on the west si~ 

of Austin, and the hills beyond form natural channels for streams and creek; 

Small rivulets of water criss-cross the landscape, creating at once natunl 

barriers and natural links between the dispara~ 

hills and valleys. The creeks and the river an 

Austin. The water moves constantly and defiff 

ownership; no group can claim the water as thei 

own - it sustains the community as a wh~ 

without regard for background or ethnicity. 

The largest body of water in Austin, anl 

the most important to its generation and growlh 

is the Colorado River. The river is divided up 

stream of the city by dams into a succession' 

long, narrow lakes called the Highland Lakei 

The section of the river that runs through th 

Emerald water of Barton Creek: Image by author city itself, Town Lake, is bounded upstream ~ 

the Tom Miller Dam and downstream by the Longhorn Dam. The largeS 

lake, Lake Travis, has a maximum width of 4.5 miles and winds its way to1 

length of 65 miles. The other lakes: Lake Buchanan, Inks Lake, Lake LBJ 

and Lake Marble Falls are all upstream from Lake Travis and are direcli! 

-



connected to each other by dams. The elaborate system of dams and lakes 

was built to provide a stable source of drinking water for Austin, and to pre

vent the river from spilling its banks as it runs through the city itself. Thus, 

within the city, while the river will change its height slightly there is a rela

tively small risk of wide scale flooding. A subsidiary benefit of this flood con

trol system is the recreational possibilities offered by these man-made lakes. 

Together, the lakes form a chain ofrecreation areas surrounded by parks and 

marinas. During the summer months primarily, but steadily for at least nine 

months of the year, the lakes are full of every type of boat and fisherman. 

The quieter inlets surrounding the lakes are also well used for swimming. 

Also along the waters edge are numerous housing developments and restau

rants. Together, these lakes serve as Austin's weekend getaway - the Hill 

Country Coney Island. 

In addition to the river and its lakes, there are numerous creeks 

throughout the Austin area. The most important creek in terms of Austin's 

history, culture, and development is Barton Creek. Winding through the 

southwestern side of town, Barton Creek empties into the Colorado River just 

upstream of the Seaholm site, on the opposite bank. Approximately one half 

mile from the mouth of the creek, in the middle of Austin's largest park, re

sides the city's soul, Barton Springs Pool3. 

The history of central Texas is the history of Barton Springs, as it 

has been continually visited for 9,000 years. First Native Americans - Lipan 

Apache and Tonkawa mostly - drawn by the steady supply of fresh water, 

made the springs a semi-permanent camp. Early settlers to the region also 

took advantage of the springs, settling there in the 1830s, ten years before 

Austin was established. The first marriage in Central Texas took place along 

the banks of the creek, and the largest spring is named for the bride -

Parthenia. The springs, the forth largest in Texas, are the combined outflow 

of a huge region to the south and west of the city, thus becoming a focal node 
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of the environment and a natural gathering place. The water in the pool is a 

deep green-blue and iridescent in the shimmering shadows of overhanging 

Barton Springs Pool: Image by author 

oaks. In the 1920s the banks of the creek around 

the springs were leveled and straightened with 

sidewalks and lifeguard stands, and enclosed on 

both ends by low dams. This construction concre

tized the springs into today's swimming pool. It 

is about 300 yards long and perhaps 40 yards 

wide, although it varies in width slightly along 

its length. The pool today is the melting pot for 

the city, gracefully containing all ages and eth· 

nicities. The rich and poor shed the accoutre

ments of their lifestyle - stripped to the skin, 

everyone is brought closer to equality'. 

As Austin grew, the springs and the pool 

became increasingly polluted. The outflow from the springs faltered and the 

pool was repeatedly fouled by pesticides, nitrates, and fecal coliform bacteria. 

In addition, two species of blind salamander that inhabit only Barton Creek 

were declared endangered species. Just as this environmental sensitivity 

was coming to light, a sprawling shopping mall was built in the creek's wa· 

tershed, and further large-scale commercial development was planned along 

its banks. All of these factors pulled the community together into action, over 

the course of the 1980s making Barton Creek the most regulated body ofwa· 

ter in the nation. An immense area, the entire watershed of the creek, was 

made into a protected area with stringent limits on development and ground 

cover. Now the waters remain much as they did before the city formed - a 

little rougher, and more plant-choked, but safe for salamanders and humans 

and enjoyed by both. Now, the Barton Creek watershed snakes through the 
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city like a green incision, providing miles of hike and bike trails and infusing 

verdant visual reliefinto the urban sprawl. 

Today, Austin is characterized as a young, educated, liberal, and pro

fessional city. The primary contributors to this depiction are the University 

of Texas, and the Texas government, both of which tend to 

attract generally educated and socially liberal citizens. The 

influence these institutions have on demographics is profound, 

which in turn affects the cultural values of the society. Due 

"[Austin] Is the most unfortunate 
site upon earth for the seat of 
government" 
-Sam Houston 

directly to Austin's relative lack of industry and commerce and its commiser

ate wealth of public funding and interest, the city has developed very differ

ently from other Texas cities. 

The first Austin institution was the State Government. The Texas 

legislature, the reason for Austin's creation, has been meeting in the city for 

over 150 years. The state government has long shaped Austin's culture and 

its self-image. When President Lamar decreed Austin into existence as the 

Texas Capitol, however, the issue was far from settled. Over the course of 

twenty-five years, from 1850 to 1875, Austin had to compete in (and win) two 

statewide elections to determine the permanent location for the government, 

with Houston emerging as Austin's both times. It was not until the immov

able mass of the final state capitol building was completed in 1888 that Aus

tin was assured its place as the bureaucratic head of Texas. 

The tenacity with which early Austin settlers fought to keep the 

capitol designation shows the deep impact this institution had on the city. As 

an example, Austin voted 60/40% against secession despite a statewide vote 

of 70% for joining the Confederacy before the Civil War. Even today, Austin's 

elections tend to be more closely contested and more liberally oriented than 

other large Texas cities. Austinites care about politics and there is a general 

parity in the electorate between liberal and conservative interests - making 

the democratic ideals of open dialogue and public consensus building even 
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more important. The presence of the state government also raises the gen· 
eral level of governmental acceptance and approval in the city. In other 
words, political and cultural issues are always a matter of great debate in 
Austin, but the appropriateness of the discussion is never questioned. This 

Bulldln& made from local limestone: lma&e by au
thor 

attitude bodes well for a new cultural institution 

such as the Seaholm development proposes to be. 
There is already the willingness to support and 

patronize a publicly oriented project. 

Austin had to compete in another elet

tion to receive Texas' flagship university. In 

1881, just as construction began on the new capi· 
tol building, the city won a statewide vote against 

Waco and Tyler for the University of Texas cam· 

pus. Similarly to the government, the university 

has enabled the city to become better educate~ 

and also more diverse, drawing varied students 

and faculty with equally varied backgrounds and 

values, from all around the country and world. 
Today the University of Texas at Austin has the second largest enrollment of 
all universities in the nation, with just under 50,000 students. 

The University and the Government are both democratic institutions 
in that they are both "of the people". The phrase implies a great deal about 
Austin in general in that the city has historically had a strong sense of cohe
siveness. Today, the publicness of the city equates to a willingness to enter· 
tain new ideas and accept new people. 

The physical representation of the government - the will of the peo
ple, and the pride of Texas - is the state capitol building, built on the model 
of its federal counterpart, but taller and employing a scintillating pink gran· 
ite quarried nearby in Burnet county. Outside, the Texas flag waves un· 
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apologetically at equal height to the US banner - a reminder of Texas' former 

independence. 

The current capitol building was completed in 1888; previous build

ings had already burned to the ground twice. This third and final iteration 

stands atop a small hill, overlooking the rest of the downtown area and ex

tending its presence along the axis created by Congress Avenue far past the 

river. At the city's founding, the avenue was laid 

to a width to allow an eight-horse carriage to do a 

full u-turn, which today translates into six lanes 

with angled parking along both sides. This grand 

width along with the subtle elevation of the Capi

tol provides a stunning experience when ap

proaching from the south, and enhances the 

building's monumentality. 

In addition to the Congress Avenue 

vista, numerous other sate sanctioned view corri

dors spread out from the capitol. Abstractly, 

these corridors resemble an immense crown or 

rays from the sun. The view corridors all start 

from the capitol and terminate at points 

State Capitol building from South Congress: Image 
by author 

throughout the city, bringing the presence of the building to the entire region. 

In addition to being a monument due to size and presence, the capi

tol is monumental for cultural reasons as well. The capitol was the first truly 

great creation of Austin, and solidified the city's place within the state. In a 

very real sense, the capitol building is Austin, just as all true monuments are 

more than mere representations. 

Besides what it did have, it is useful to note what Austin historically 

did not have - large business and industry. The railroad came to Austin in 

1871, but this was a smaller route, used mostly for moving livestock and pro-
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duce from central Texas to Houston - the larger cross-country railroads that 
feature so prominently in the history of Dallas, Fort Worth and other Texas 

cities avoided the rougher country around Aus· 

tin. Furthermore, the Colorado River was 

vaguely navigable from the coast to Austin, but 

after this was blocked by the rising Balcones 

Escarpment, preventing further river travel. 

Thus, without the benefit of wider connections 

to the outside world afforded to other Texas 

cities, Austin remained small and regionally 

oriented. It had little of the industrial heritage 

of Houston or the commercial importance of 

Dallas. 

Austin's famous 6111 street: lma&e by author 
The institutional presence of the uni· 

versity, however, creating a large repository of 

knowledge and a solid base of research, and the beauty of the natural envi· 
ronment finally formed into the thing that Austin had always lacked -- indus· 

try. Local government support along with the presence of the university and 
the abundance of leisure activities, led to a large base of high-tech industry 

research, development, and production. The initial seed of 
"We do not claim the capitol of 
Texas to be a areat commerclal 
center" 
- Arthur McCallum, politician, 
1920s 

the computer industry in central Texas was the Balcones 

Research Center in north Austin, established by the Uni· 

versity of Texas in the 1950s. This research center created 

young and well trained employees as well as a familiarity 

with cutting edge projects to Austin. Soon, the research center, in combine· 
tion with strong local government action, succeeded in bringing the first two 
computer industries to the city in the late 1960s - IBM and Texas Instru· 
ments. 
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Over the course of the next two decades, this initial industry blos

somed into the Silicon Hills, one of the largest concentrations of high-tech 

industry in the country. Today, High-tech employment accounts for over 

90,000 jobs in the Austin area, giving the city an internationally important 

role as a cutting edge leader in computer hardware and software develop

ment as well as a significant repository of Internet companies and other ser

vice industries for the high-tech market. This shift in business has led to a 

shift in demographics. Although still mostly liberal and "small city minded", 

Austin can no longer ignore the outside world. New business and residents 

with new values and the wealth to support those values are moving into the 

town. Also, growth itself brings about new attitudes and desires, which must 

be reconciled with established values. The new technology firms continue to 

bring well-educated and wealthy people to the city but they also attract gov

ernmentally more conservative citizens, interested in business growth and 

private sector ventures, rather than public investment. 

Austin currently lacks a monument to its newfound technological 

presence. This is due, in large part, to the private and corporate nature of 

the computer companies. There is little impetus for industry to create public 

places. Trees do not increase the value of their final product, and the per

ceived superfluousness of culture to technological concerns (and vice versa) 

means that public space has not yet become a part of the corporate bottom 

line. Furthermore, the dialogue and exchange that public space fosters is at 

best insignificant to private enterprise, and at worst anathema to it. For 

these reasons, there has been no public space in the city that has been built 

to address the needs or express the desires of the technology industry, and 

without public space there can be no monuments. The Seaholm development 

proposes to address this need by becoming a facility oriented to the discovery 

and display of the city's evolving culture. 
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Having examined the development of Austin through ecology and 

democracy, it becomes clear just how unique the development of a significant 

computer industry is to the city. Austin had always depended on the publit 

realm for investment, growth, and culture. Public entities and public space 

defined what Austin was. This simpler existence was made more complei 

with the addition of a strong and vibrant private sector. This added layer of 

complexity is extremely important to the city, in that it makes Austin as a 

whole more vibrant, but added complexity also makes problems harder ~ 

find, and success more difficult to define. 

Today, Austin is experiencing a rapid evolution from a small univer· 

sity and government city to a large metropolis on the cutting edge of com

puter development and production. The "Silicon Hills" are a far cry from 

Constructton In downtown Austin: Image by author 

what Austin once was, but the unique 

cultural legacy of Austin lives on as a 

memory. In other words, Austin pas

sionately believes itself to be a small, 

liberal, and ecological city. This seU· 

image, however, has begun to chafe 

against the realities brought about by 

Austin's entrance into the world econ· 

omy. The uniqueness of Austin grow! 

less and less, and the local culture ~ 

being subsumed into the global markel 

This change has been brought about by the arrival of large corporate busi· 

nesses in the form of computer industry research and production. This pri· 

vate enterprise has formed because of the very things that make Au~tin dil· 

ferent - the beauty of the natural environment, and a large, well-funded re

search university. Because of this commercial growth, Austin is experiencing 

an explosion of new wealth, building, and recognition. The city now figures 
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into the national and global consciousness, rather than only the local region. 
This has meant greater diversity for the city, because it is now attracting 

more foreign students and employees for 

the technology sector. The growing 

population begins to need new amenities 

- shopping, living, and recreation. The 

city grows faster than can be naturally 

accommodated, and in the rush to grow, 

the weight of capitalism bends existing 

values and standards. This change ech

oes problems faced by numerous indus

trialized cities around the world - how 

to gracefully accommodate growth and 

global interaction while still preserving 

those things that made your city special 

and caused the growth in the first place. 

I wish you might be here and go with me on a 
3unny afternoon to Ml Bonnell or up Barton 
::reek. Everywhere It Is beautiful. I think we 
::ould settle most of the world's problems to our 
38tlsfactlon. And a thousand years from now 
friends such as we will wander aver these same 
illls Inhaling the same scents and feasting their 
!lyes upon the same beauty, and maybe the 
dentlcal matter that composes our bodies now 
"Ill nourish the worm that feeds the mockingbird 
I/hose song will go thrill out over the green 
le Ids. 
~oy Bedlchek (1878-1959) 
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AREA CONTEXT 

CONTEXT 
Informed by a basic history of Austin, and having an overview of it. 

cultural tendencies, we can now turn to the city as a physical entity. The 
Seaholm development is in the heart of Austin, along the banks of the Colo
rado River. This location has numerous implications for the site and the pro
ject. In this analysis of the area context, the emphasis is on the ways that 
the area can inform the design of the site. 

The area under analysis is roughly the central city, including the 
downtown CBD, the state government complex, the Town Lake park system, 
the University, and several residential and shopping districts. This area, the 
center, is the most active place in the city and contains the vital elements Ii 
the city's culture. This makes the area the most appropriate place for a pro
posed new monument to Austin's culture and values. 

Downtown Design Guidelines s 

The Seaholm site falls under the Downtown Austin development 
area. In order to maintain the urban qualities of the CBD, the city developed 
the Downtown Austin Design Guidelines. This study was done in 1998-1999 
and defined a list of values that are considered necessary to central Austin. 
Using these values as a set of goals, the study then created a type of Pattero 
Language that presented different ways to achieve Austin's values. Exam· 
pies of values expressed from this study include: 
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• Sense of History • Humane Character 

• Unique Character • Density 

• Authentlctt;y • SustalnabHtty 

• Safety • Economic Vltaltty 

• Diversity • Civic Art 

These values led to design guidelines for the downtown area as a whole, as 

well as for buildings, streetscapes, and plazas and open space. 

Area guidelines: 

• Dense Development 
• Mixed-Use development 
• Small Blocks 
• Incorporate CMc Art 
• Protect Important Views 
• Avoid Hlstorlcal Misinterpretation 
• Respect Hlstorlcal Buildings 
• Design Rooftops 
• Avoid theme Environments 
• Recycle Buildings 
• Treat Parks with Cere 
• Lighted Pedestrian Paths 

Streetscape guidelines: 

• Protect the Pedestrian 
• Two-way Streets 
• Reinforce Pedestrian Activity 
• Enhance Transit Stops 
• Enhance the Streetscape 
• Screen Mechanical Equipment 
• Provide Generous Street Level Windows 
• Install Pedestrian Friendly Materials on 

Street Level 
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Building guidelines: 

• Build to the Street 
• Provide Pedestrian Development along 

the Street 
• Accentuate Entrances 
• Encourage Local Character 
• Control On-Site Parking 
• Create Quality Construction 
• Create Buildings with Human Scale 

Plaza guidelines: 

• Plazas for High-use Areas 
• Respond to Downtown Mlcroclimate In 

Design 
• Consider Views, Clrculatlon, Boundaries, 

and Subspaces for Plazas 
• Provide Seating 
• Provide Visual and Spatial Complexlty 
• Use Plants to Enliven Spaces 
• Provide Civic Art and Fountains 
• Provide Food Service 
• Increase Safety through Wayflndlng. 

Lighting. and Vlslblllty 
• Consider Plaza Operations and Mainte

nance 



Town Lake Park Design Guidelines 6 

In addition to being part of the CBD Zoning District, the Seaholm 

site is also an important part of the Town Lake Waterfront Overlay District 

This set of design guidelines is less specific than the downtown recommenda. 

tions, but it does address the general character of development along the 

river. The guidelines consist of these basic assertions: 

• Provide maximum visual and physical access to the waterfront; en· 

courage pedestrian access to and use of the corridor. 

• Create superior planning, design and mixing of land uses that an 

waterfront dependent or waterfront-related, and sympathetic to !lit 

water's edge of the Town Lake Corridor and the urban creeks. 

• Improve zoning in the Town Lake Corridor and along the urbai 

creeks to achieve maximum pedestrian scale, highest degree of com 

patibility, and extraordinary urban design. 

• Require all city land uses, construction projects, programs and op 

erations to achieve the highest degree of compatibility with Too 

Lake. 

• Foster a cooperative atmosphere in the corridor for the City, nei~ 

borhoods, and private landowners to work jointly to realize t-01 

potential of the waterfront. 

Together, these two sets of guidelines represent an attempt to desigi 

buildings that collectively recognize the shared responsibility for shaping !hi 

built landscape and reflecting the uniqueness of place. Significantly, the.< 

guidelines do not dictate aesthetics, but instead ascribe to the anaesthetictl 

qualities of humane and essential design. It must be emphasized that thesi 
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design guidelines were developed by the city, for the city. As such, they rep

resent the best means available to achieve a building design that truly 

speaks to the local context. 

Ecological Design Issues 
Climate 

Broadly, Austin's ecological form is as follows. The city is split by 

the Colorado River, which cuts just below the CBD. To the west of down

town, the Texas Hill Country begins, and the terrain consists of rolling hills 

and exposed rock outcroppings. To the east of downtown, the land is flatter 

and less rocky; this area is still geographically part of the coastal plains that 

extend to The Gulf of Mexico. 

The soil in Austin proper and to the west 

is a loose and rocky mix with a thick layer of 

limestone only twelve inches below the surface. 

This limestone barrier makes farming difficult, 

and also tends to prevent below-grade construc

tion except in large projects. The limestone's 

prevalence made it a favorite building material of 

early settlers and today is still one of the area's 

traditional claddings. To the east of the city, the 

land is known as the Blackland belt and typically 

contains richer soil, alkaline and gray to black, 

with an underlying base of clay7• 

Austin Limestone: Image by author 

Austin receives approximately 32 inches of rain each year, with the 

majority falling in late spring and early fall. This rain typically comes in 
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downpours, especially in the spring and fall when thunderstorms sw~ 

through the area. Although not close enough to the coast to directly experi 

ence the violent effects of hurricanes, Austin often receives heavy storm 

surges and flash floods from a hurricane's impact with the Texas and Mexioo 

coastlines8. 

The mean maximum temperature for July is 95 degrees Fahrenheit 

Throughout the summer, temperatures exceeding 100 degrees are not ~ 

common. Summers in Austin are long, lasting from April until Septembei 

Humidity is also a major factor in Austin's climate, and is especially so dw· 

ing the summer; relative humidity above 90% is common. This humidity cai 

make otherwise merely hot weather unbearable, forcing all activities indoon 

during the sweltering afternoons. Working closely with the natural enviro~ 

ment is thus extremely important in order to design buildings that can allo; 

for comfort during the long summers. Taking advantage of the southeasterfy 

breezes during the summer can go a long way towards making outdoor spaCE! 

habitable. Spring and fall are the most pleasant seasons in central Tex& 

because there are fewer extremes in heat and cold and the humidity is gener· 

ally lower. 

The winters in Austin are short, and are typically not extreme. Thi 

mean minimum temperature for January is 39 degrees Fahrenheit. Nighl 

time freezes are the exception, rather than the rule and snow is very rare 

Despite these generalizations, there are usually several periods of extrell"l 

cold during the winter as "blue northers" descend upon the city. These coH 

fronts can bring freezing temperatures rapidly, making design for coV. 

weather important, despite the typically mild winters. 

3~ 
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AREA MAPPING 

These maps show the area that impacts the Seaholm site. They 

demonstrate an analysis of the beneficial and detrimental ways that the area 

mitigates the site. The final design objectives at the end of this section dis

::uss ways to improve this area of the city through the redevelopment of Sea

holm. It is important to note that the wider area shown in these maps is, in 

many ways, as much a part of the Seaholm site as the actual acreage around 

t;he old buildings. In a dynamic and active city, no part of the city is com

pletely divorced from the other parts. Rather, the fragmentary grain consist

ing of buildings, streets, plazas, and parks intertwine and inform each other 

through the unified medium of the cities inhabitants. Thus, the ultimate 

purpose of these mapping exercises goes beyond showing simply how the 

Seaholm site is situated within the city. More importantly, the purpose here 

ies in showing how the Seaholm development can positively affect the rest of 

~he city and the lives of its citizens. 
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Water and Parks: 

nd Parks 
1. Seaholm Site 
2. Zllker Par!<: the primary park In Austin 
3. Barton Spring, Pool 
4. Auditorium Shores: an open lawn used for large events and festivals; connected to 

the river hike and bike trans 
5. Shoal Creek 
6. State Capitol Grounds: the heart of downtown 
7. Republic Square: one of four original squares In Austin, of which three remain 
8. Waller Creek 
~. Town Lake/ Colorado River 

The Seaholm site ties into the network of parks and trails that sur

rounds the river. This network, including the large Zilker Park, is the pri

mary outdoor space for the city. Seaholm's connection to the river's pedes

trian and bicycle system is an incredible asset for the site, because it allows 

access to a large part of the city. The Seaholm redevelopment should take 

advantage of this network and reinforce it, encouraging the park-like atmos

phere along the river front facade. 

This map shows the site's relationship to the downtown squares and 

:.0 the capitol grounds. The presence of Shoal Creek effectively cuts Seaholm 

)ff from these amenities, as well as the rest of downtown, except through the 

:;enuous link of the riverfront. 

The existing parks along Shoal Creek suggest the possibility of sec

mdary pedestrian and bicycle trails along its banks, similar to existing trails 

tlong Barton Creek and the river. The Seaholm site lies at the head of this 

;iotential trail and could be a primary link between the two trail systems. 
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rransportation 

ortation 
l. Seaholm Site 
!. Cesar Chavez St / Arst Street east-west artery connecting freeways 
I. Lamar Boulevard: north-south artery; shopping 
L Missouri Pacific Railroad 
i. MoPac Expressway: west side freeway 
;, Congress Avenue: ceremonial axis from the capitol building 

5th/6th St Corridor: two one-way streets making major east-west artery through the 
heart of downtown 

I. Interstate 35: the NAFTA Interstate and east side freeway 

Seaholm sits amidst three major transit ways: Cesar Chavez Street, 

Jamar Boulevard, and the 5th/6th St. corridor. The actual connections be

ween the site and Lamar and 5th/6th are tenuous, however, due to grade 

:hanges, a poor road network, and the moat cut by Shoal Creek to the north 

md east of the site. For these reasons, primary vehicular access to Seaholm 

s currently through Cesar Chavez, which parallels the river, and cuts the 

ite in two, separating the intake building from the main turbine hall. Cesar 

~havez is the primary east-west access between the two freeways in the 

lowntown area, and consequently carries a high traffic load. The Seaholm 

edevelopment must respect the importance of this transitway, while still 

liminishing its isolating effect on the Seaholm site itself. 

The railroad also exerts a presence in the area, as it is the only ac

ive rail line through Austin. Nevertheless, it is not heavily used, and thus 

loes not seriously impinge on Seaholm's usability. Noise from passing trains 

aust be considered in site and building envelope design, although the trains 

aove fairly slowly in this area with the consequence that the noise is not ex

essive. 
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~ones and Districts: 

nd Districts 
Seaholm Site 

!. a. Sixth and Lamar: high end shopping 
b. South Lamar: bl& box retail and smaller lndMdual owned specialty stores 
c. South Conivess: specialty shopping; primarily locally owned businesses 

I. Central Business District as defined by the downtown design guidelines 
~. State Government Offices and Capitol Grounds 
i. The University of Texas 
i. a. wealthy, older neighborhood 

b. wealthy, older neighborhood 
c. mixed Income, older neighborhoods 
d. lower Income neighborhoods, primarily minority occupied 

Due to the presence of large entertainment districts on 6th and 4th 

treets, the Austin downtown has avoided much of the evening abandonment 

.nd urban blight that affects many cities in the United States. The Austin 

~BD is constantly buzzing with activity, and is the primary social condenser 

nd area of interaction for the city. The downtown draws many of the city's 

:J.habitants, including businessmen and women, state employees and law

:ialters, university students, and residents form both the wealthiest and 

o0orest neighborhoods in Austin. The downtown is able to achieve this diver

ity because it is outside other districts and is not "owned" or "claimed" by 

ny one group of people - the center belongs to everyone. 

The area around Seaholm, however, while officially a part of the 

:BD, is divorced from this activity due to the degraded road network and 

hoal Creek. Because the Seaholm redevelopment proposes to be a new so

ial and cultural node for all inhabitants of the city, it is imperative to con

ect the site to the existing activity in the central part of downtown. Fur

:iermore, the shopping areas along Lamar to the northwest can further add 

ctivity to the Seaholm site, if connections are properly addressed. 
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ctivity Nodes: 

Nodes 
Seaholm Site 
Barton Springs Pool: recreational node 
Auditorium Shores: recreational node 
Lamer and Sixth: shopping node 
Warehouse District entertainment node 
Sixth Street: entertainment node 
Capitol Grounds: monument 

'ithin the central city, there are several places of condensed activity: 

Barton Springs and Auditorium Shores are recreational nodes that 

>th address the water and tie into the city's network of hike and bike trails. 

t good weather, Barton Springs will be overflowing with bodies, while Audi

rium Shores is used primarily for special events such as festivals and fire

orks, when it explodes into a sea of people. Areas such as these are nodes 

~cause they congest the city's outdoor activities, encouraging interaction not 

i.ly with nature, but also with other city citizens. 

Lamar and Sixth, the major downtown shopping node, has a wide 

Tay of high-end retail stores that draw shoppers from all parts of the city 

id beyond. 

The Warehouse District on 4th and the Sixth Street corridor are ma

r entertainment nodes. Sixth Street in particular attracts college students, 

inorities, and numerous music performances to its many clubs, while the 

·arehouse District is typically higher end bars and dance clubs catering to 

•ung, middle-class professionals and gay crowds. There is significant 

ovement between these nodes. 

The capitol node exerts its presence throughout the city through the 

pitol view corridors, which allow unobstructed views of the capitol building 

roughout the city and surrounding hills. More than just a node of activity, 

e capitol is a monument that represents the heart of the physical city, and 
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the heart of its self-image and values - creating a force around which the rest 

of the city revolves. 

It is important to notice that there is currently no true node of cul

tural institutions. The Seaholm redevelopment, by becoming not only a cul

tural institution but a major hub of movement and a public gathering place 

can help to create a new cultural node in the southwest corner of the down

town. All of the city's activity nodes are significant in that they condense and 

celebrate Austin's uniqueness. If the end goal of this redevelopment is to 

manifest local culture within globalization, the Seaholm site must also be
come a regional condenser of activity. 
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Jre Development 

lopment 
" sites show Resldentlal development 
iltes show Commercial / Retell development 
n sites show city/ state development 

Seaholm Site 
a. proposed commuter rail and light rail line along existing track 
b. proposed commuter rail and Intercity rail to San Antonio 
c. proposed light rail to East Austin and the airport 
d. proposed light rail to South Austin 
e. proposed light ran to North Austin and the University 
Proposed new hl~enslty resldentlal node 
Collaboratlon between the Computer Sciences Corporation and the city to construct 

three new office buildings, to resldentlal towers, a new city hall, and an art museum. 
(Under Construction) 
New office development by Intel (Under Construction) 
Convention center expansion (Under Construction) 

~opment In 1/4 mile radius: 1.3 million n:2 retell/office space, 1200 new housing units, 

Ctty Hall, New Art Museum 

This map shows the new developments being built or planned in cen

Austin. The vast majority, and especially the housing, is planned for the 

ter of downtown nearest to the Seaholm site. The mixture of uses that 

shortly be in this area: housing, retail, office, government, cultural, and 

~rtainment, will make it the most dynamic in Austin. It is extremely im

;ant that the Seaholm redevelopment contributes to and feeds off of the 

~all activity of the area. 

This map also shows that the area just north of the Seaholm site will 

m important part of potential light rail and commuter rail networks. The 

lementation of these transit lines will have a profound effect on the site, 

·ntown Austin, and the city in general, once again making it necessary to 

l for and take advantage of this amenity when it comes to fruition. 
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bjectives 
As stated earlier, this design objectives are means to integrate Sea

holm with the rest of the city, and to add vitality to Austin and its inhabi

tants. The design objectives are broken down to show responses to each of 

the area mapping overlays. 

Water and Parks: 

1. Reinforce existing bike and pedestrian movement along the river 

2. Create new bicycle and pedestrian paths along Shoal Creek 

3. Conform to the Town Lake Park Guidelines, especially as they relate to 

river front character and activity uses. 

4. Bridge Shoal Creek to better link Seaholm with the rest of downtown 

Transportation: 

1. Create a sound barrier of landscaping, earth berms, or sound deflection 

walls along the railroad in order to lessen the impact of noise from passing 

trains 

2. Maintain the cross-town transitway of Cesar Chavez, but ... 

3. Diminish the impact of high-speed traffic through the site 

4. Create site access from streets besides Cesar Chavez to spread traffic and 

diversify the area 

5. Re-stitch the grid of downtown streets around the site to further improve 

pedestrian and automobile traffic flow. 

Zones and Districts: 

1. Connect the CBD area around the Seaholm site to the rest of the CBD 
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)esign connections to the shopping zone to the northwest of Seaholm 

~ Lamar Boulevard 

.ccomplishing the first two objectives will allow the third objective to oc

to diversify the Seaholm area's uses and users so that it becomes a meet-

1lace and melting pot for the rest of the city 

•ity Nodes: 

Vhen all other objectives are achieved, one of the ultimate goals of the 

ict, to create a cultural node within central Austin will be accomplished. 

he new node should juxtapose the two cultural extremes inherent to Aus

.ts strong relationship to the natural landscape and its emphasis on local 

es contrasted with the newfound dominance of the technology industry 

cutting-edge research. 
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'1'4-Mile Radius: Existing State 

Maroon blocks represent retall and ofTlce structures 
Pink blocks reprment enlllrtalnment strucllJras 

ile Radius 
Brown blocks reix-nt ~nt oflloes and lnfraatructure 

Yellow block re~ housln& 

1. Seaholm site: The largest building Is the turbine hall, smaller building to the north Is 

the on pump house, and the small building on the river Is the Intake building. All 

three buildings wtll be reused In Seaholm's development Other structures will be 

removed. 
2. Cesar Chavez: This large, busy street cuts the site In two - Isolating each side from 

the other. The street also cuts off pedestrian activity along the river from the main 

part of the site. 
3. Town Lake/Colorado River 

4. Seaholm Electrtcal Substation: The substation Is large and especlally dense with 

equipment, making It extremely dlfflcult to reach any design compromise that pre

serves the substation and Improves the aesthetics of the area. 

5. Shoal Creek 
6. Green Water Treatment Plant A relatively small facility, the site Includes city offices 

for the water department 
7. Austin Music Hall: A performance venue accommodating up to 3000 people. The 

music hall Is an Important part of Austin's music scene, holding concerts with large 

attendance draws several times a week - thus providing evening activity In a part of 

downtown without a critical mass of nlgtrtllfe. 

8. "Pole Yard" Apartments: A 230 unit apartment complex, and the only housing In the 

area that Is currently built and occupied. 

9. Lamar Boulevard 
10. Union Pacific Railroad: The railroad Is elevated on a bridge to span the river, and 

touches down on earth berms about 20 feet high when It Is adjacent to the turbine 

building. The surrounding land rises up to the level of the berms at about the level of 

the oll pump house. 
11. a. Town Lake Park and Hike & Bike Trell, north shore 

b. Town Lake Park and Hike & Bike Trell, south shore 

This map shows the existing state of the site within a lA mile radius of the 

Seaholm site. Many of the issues raised by the area context mapping are reinforced 

here. Specifically, this map clearly shows the disconnect between the Seaholm site and 

the rest of the CBD to the northeast, due to the presence of the largely empty former 

railroad right-of-way just north of the building, and Shoal creek which interrupts the 

downtown street grid. Furthermore, this map better represents the problems caused 

by Cesar Chavez Street, as it cuts through the site. This division of the site is exacer

bated by a twelve-foot grade change between the turbine building and the road, making 

tunneling under or bridging over the road more problematic. 
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1. Existing Pedestrian Paths: 

1. Town Lake Hike & Bike Path, north shore 
2. Town Lake Hike & Bike Path, south shore 

The lmaae to the right of the map shows the hike and bike trail on the south shore of the river 

There is currently little pedestrian or bicycle traffic away from the 

river. The paths along the river, however, are extremely busy - especially on 

weekends. Changes to the Seaholm site should encourage pedestrian access. 

2. Existing Views: 

1. Views of the river and surrounding parkland: views should be maintained 

2. Views of electrical substation and water treatment plant view should be Improved 

3. Views towards downtown: angle from the ground Is too low to see the capitol, but the 

surrounding downtown skyscrapers are visible and should be maintained 

The lmaae to the right of the map shows the views along the river from the site 

The sweeping views to the river are one of the best features of this 

site. The intake structure in particular has unparalleled views along the 

shoreline of the river. 
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3. Existing Capitol View Corridors: 

1. The view corridor from the Lamar street bridge to the capitol: llmhs development to 

about three stories on the Seaholm site 

2. View corridor from South Lamar: passes directly over the Intake structure and llmlts 

development to six stories 
3. View corridor from Mo-Pac Expressway: does not pass over the Seaholm site or affect 

development on It 

The Image to the right of the map shows the view corridor from the Lamar Street Bridge, with 

the Seaholm turbine bulldlng In the forewound 

Discussed earlier in this section, the capitol view corridors prevent 

development along their length that will block certain designated views of the 

capitol building. These view corridors are an important part of Austin's cul

ture and represent the pride the city has in being the state capitol. It is im

portant that the Seaholm redevelopment to respect these corridors, and what 

they stand for. The Seaholm redevelopment should also take advantage of its 

proximity to two preserved views of the capitol by designing the visual juxta

position of the power plant and the capitol in such a way that the two build

ings become enmeshed in a single glance. 

4. Existing Major Roads: 

1. Cesar Chavez Street 
2. Lamar Boulevard 
3. Flfth Street 

The Image to the right of the map shows Cesar Chavez Street from the site, looking West 

Th~ design objectives concerning these roads have been discussed 

earlier in this section. The disconnection between the site and Lamar and 

Fifth must be addressed. 
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Proposed ¥..-Mile Radius: 

di us 
Maroon blocks represent retail and office structures 
Pink blocks represent entertainment structures 
Brown blocks represent government offices and Infrastructure 
Yellow blocks represent housing 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
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New Parking Garage and Retail Development This parking garage will serve as the 

primary parking for the Seaholm site, as well as general parking for the surrounding 

area. The electrlcal substation must be removed to accommodate this new structure 

New bulldlng for the Seaholm Redevelopment: Possible uses for this building Include 
retail space, local art gallery, planetartum, community meeting and activity space, or 
classrooms and laboratories. 
a. Surface Parking: Small lots averaging 25 cars per lot. Peak demand parking for 
Seaholm and for the hike & bike trails. Heavily landscaped 
b. Surface Parking: Lot with approxlmately 50 spaces of which 20 are handicapped 

parking places. Heavily landscaped 
New Pedestrian Bridge for Town Lake Park (under construction): New, dedicated 

bridge for the hike & bike trail network 
New Apartment and Retail Development: The land for this project Is owned by the 

developer and has received the go.ahead from the city. The development wtll add 

approxlmately 160 units of apartments adjacent to the Seaholm site. 
Additional Residential Developments: These residential projects have all received 

approval from the city and are awaiting construction. The three developments wtll 

add almost 600 units of apartments and condominiums to the area, contributing 

greatly to the now lnslgntflcant residential population. 
Proposed Residential Developments: These residential projects have been proposed 

by an urban design firm contracted by the city as beneficial to the overall develop

ment of the Seaholm site. They would sit on land currently occupied by city water 

department offices. 
Reconfigured Green Water Treatment Plant: The city has Investigated the posslblllty 

of reducing the size of the water treatment plant by moving out city offices and re

conftgurtng the treatment facilities. This would open up the blocks to the east to de

velopment, as shown here. 
New Austin Museum of Art: Designed by Richard Gluckman and currently under con

struction, the art museum and the Austin music hall, together with the Seaholm site, 

wtll create a new cultural node for the city. 
Intel Office Development (under construction): A large, four building office complex 

lncludlnga large parking garage and retail development 
Computer Science Corporation (under construction): A six-block development, includ

ing three office towers, two residential towers, and a new city hall for Austin. To

gether with the Intel project, the CSC development Is revltallzlng a largely abandoned 

comer of the CBD, providing a link between the active downtown and the Seaholm 

project. 
Sixth + Lamar Retail Development (under construction): 400,000 square feet of re

tail space, Including a twelve-screen movie theater 



The primary design objectives addressed in this new area proposal 

include connecting the Seaholm site to the surrounding developments, and 

improving the overall infrastructure of the area. Roads have been added on 

either side of the Seaholm turbine building, connecting to an expanded third 

street, which is split to allow for future light rail development. The removal 

of the electric substation between the turbine building and Shoal Creek al

lows for a meaningful connection to the creek and the potential for parks and 

nature walks along it. 

This proposal divides the space around Seaholm into two clearly de

fined areas. The space between the turbine building and the river, in accor

dance with the Town Lake Park design guidelines, is primarily parkland. 

This park mitigates between the water and the main building in the Seaholm 

development, allowing the pedestrian space along the river to continue, pre

serving the green (wet) lungs of downtown. For similar reasons, the devel

opment of the city owned land to the east and west, between Lamar Boule

vard and Shoal Creek, has been limited to surface parking only, with the 

intention that this parking will be in small, heavily landscaped lots. The in

take building along the river will be the primary architectural focus of this 

area. 

The space north of the turbine building will be an urban plaza. The 

addition of new buildings along the east and west side of the plaza, along 

with the possibility of a fourth side to the north when the light rail gets built, 

encloses this space and defines it boundaries clearly - a condition the existing 

space lacks. This plaza, centered around the oil pump house, offers a 

counter-point to the soft, natural spaces near the river. The plaza focuses in

stead on Austin's growing urbanity - providing a place where the new resi

dents in the surrounding apartments can meet each other and interact, as 

well as providing a strongly defined and urban social space for the wider city 

public- something the city has lacked up until now. 
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Future Light Rail Development 

1. Proposed Uiht Rall Line and Station 
2. Proposed Commuter Rall and San Antonio Inter.Qty Rall along existing track 

Despite current uncertainty about the ultimate reality of the light 

rail proposal, the station planned just north of the Seaholm site must be ac

counted for in the redevelopment design. The potential boon to the site, as a 

regional node of culture, with the added access and pedestrian traffic that the 

light rail station would bring requires that every effort be made to integrate 

the rail into future plans. Furthermore, the Seaholm stop has also been pro

posed to be a new intra-city bus station, allowing commuters to transfer at 

Seaholm to more locally responsive bus networks to reach their final destina

tions. This station is perhaps more uncertain than the light rail stop, but it 

could be accounted for in the design of Seaholm's school bus drop-off, thus en

suring use and activity even if the bus station never comes to fruition. To en

courage higher ridership, the bus station should be near the light rail stop, 

thus ensuring that each mass-transit system can feed off of and support the 

other. 
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Proposed New Street Infrastructure 

1. New stoplight and Intersection on Lamar: This design removes the old entrance and 

exit ramps on Lamar and replaces them with an actual Intersection. This helps to 

simplify the existing Intersection with Cesar Chavez and allows the former access 

ramp onto Lamar to connect Instead to the Seaholm site. 

2. a. New controlled Intersection on Cesar Chavez 

b. New controlled Intersection on Cesar Chavez 

3. These two Intersections take the place of the single one that previously occurred 

closer to Lamar. These two Intersections could be timed so that traveling cars will 

still only have to stop at once, and will thus not significantly back up traffic more than 

at present The lights will help to slow down traffic passing Seaholm and create the 

posslblll1y for a wide crosswalk across Cesar Chavez between the two Intersections. 

4. a. New controlled Intersection on third street 
b. New controlled Intersection on third street 

5. These two Intersections form a complete block of new or expanded streets, which 

continue the downtown grid onto the Seaholm site. The expanded third street has 

become a boulevard for four blocks, allowing for the posslbllHy of a new light rall stop 

In the median. 
6. New Intersection In place of former water treatment plant 

The stitching together of the downtown street grid on the site is the 

most significant feature of the proposed design. The new stoplights on Cesar 

Chavez, while not greatly inconveniencing automobile traffic, will allow pe

destrians an easier time in crossing the street, and will help reconnect the 

disjointed piece of land along the river. 

Another important feature of the proposed design is the extension of 

West Avenue through the Seaholm site to Cesar Chavez. This extension al

lows the main access to the site to occur off of main arterials, which increases 

safety for pedestrians and provides opportunities to design an integrated 

streetscape that will become a part of the urban plaza. 
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Proposed New Pedestrian Network 

1. Pedestrian Node: lhe large red-tinted area on the map Indicates a proposed pedes

trian node that wlll encompass the majortty of the site. This node wlll not only ao

commodate movement across the site, but also through It as well. 

2. a. Town Lake Park Hike & Bike Trail, north shore: Now connected to the south via the 

new pedestrian bridge 
b. Town Lake Park Hike & Bike Trail, south shore 

3. New Cross-Town Bicycle Route: this new bike path Is a combination of dedicated bike 

roads and bike lanes on existing streets, which, when complete, will stretch from far 

east to far west Austin. lhere has been a bicycle station approved for the Seaholm 

site, with lockers and showers for bicyclists. 

4. Shoal Creek Interpretive Nature Walk: lhls nature walk would be a part of the sci

ence and technol~ center and act as a trallhead for a new Shoal Creek hike and 

bike trail that could soon follow. 

5. Cross-site pedestrian path: lhe reconfi~ratlon of the water treatment plant allows 

for the formation of a pedestrian link across an existing footbridge over Shoal Creek. 

This link would tie nearby residents and office workers to Seaholm, and also give 

them access to any mass transit stations In the area. 

6. Cross-site pedestrian path: Extending West Avenue allows residents from the resJ... 

dentlal node north of the creek quick and easy access to the river. In addition, there 

Is a better connection across Shoal Creek, since there is now a destination on the 

south side worth crossing for. 

Extending the street grid and infrastructure has allowed the possi

bility for numerous new pedestrian and bicycle paths to form. The Seaholm 

site occurring in the middle of these paths allows the opportunity for con

densed activity and greater energy. For this energy to perpetuate itself, the 

paths must be designed carefully to appeal to a pedestrian perspective. Trees 

along the sidewalks of proposed paths, as well as wider sidewalks and a con

tinuous streetscape can help to draw people towards the Seaholm site. Once 

on the site, it is important that people be able to move freely across its length, 

and even through the turbine hall, without getting misdirected or turned 

away. The Seaholm site must have complete pedestrian access and freedom. 

This will be most difficult to achieve around and through the turbine build

ing, and across Cesar Chavez, which despite new traffic lights and intersec

tions, remains an imposing barrier. 
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Documentation of Existing Buildings ngs 
The Seaholm Power Plant com

plex was constructed between 1948 and 

1950 to accommodate Austin's growing 

electrical power needs. The design was 

completed in a late Art Deco style from 

unfinished, reinforced concrete. The 

Seaholm site has a complex of four exist

ing buildings: the Turbine Hall, the In-

take Building, the Oil House, and the 

Town Lake Gazebo. 

The largest building is the Tur

bine Hall, which is located in the center 

of the site and fronts Cesar Chavez 

Street. The structure for the Turbine 

Hall is a column and beam system with 

thick floor slabs. The structural spans 

are relatively short to allow for the floor 

strength needed to carry the large equip

ment loads. The Turbine Building is 

divided into three floors, two of which 

are below grade. The ground floor con

sists mainly of the main hall, which 

spans the entire length of the turbine 

building - over 280 feet, and is about 80 

feet wide. The main hall is fifty feet 
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high to the bottom of the roof structure. Within the main hall are the tur

bines themselves - five of them - with the various subsidiary equipment for 

the turbines branching down through holes in the floor slab to the lower lev

els. In back of the building are the giant boilers for the turbines, as well as 

five blue-gray smokestacks, towering above the rest of the building. The 

lower two levels of the turbine building are functional and windowless spaces. 

The ceiling heights for these floors are lower - between 11 and 14 feet high. 

Throughout the entire building are numerous bits of the 

power plant's industrial function - there are pipes and 

grates passing through the floor slabs and walls, as well 

as the steel riveted bowels of the turbines themselves, 

snaking through the lower floors. Over all of the surfaces, 

both concrete and steel, is the patina of age and use that 

inevitably comes to old industrial buildings. 

The Intake Building sits on the opposite side of 

Cesar Chavez Street from the turbine hall and faces out 
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to Town Lake, extending partially into the lake itself -

allowing the massive pumps to draw in water to feed the 

boilers for the turbines. Overall, this building is long and 

narrow, with its longest side facing the river. Similar to 

the Turbine Hall, the Intake Building is constructed of 

reinforced concrete. The dialogue between this building 

and its larger cousin across the street is an important 

part of the landscape design for this project. In many 

ways, the large open spaces between the two buildings 

and the street help to balance the building's discrepancy 

in size and bulk, which compositionally is a good thing. 

The street and open spaces, however, also serve to segre

gate the buildings, making it difficult to consider the Intake Building and the 

Turbine Hall to be part of a single complex. This segregation will be one of 

the most important design issues that must be addressed in the final project. 

The third building that is part of the Seaholm 

complex is the Oil House, located just behind the Turbine 

Hall, between the smokestacks and the old railroad line. 

This is a small concrete shell of a building located over 

several large underground tanks. Despite its small size, 

the Oil House holds an important place in the redevelop

ment of the Seaholm complex due to its location in the 

middle of the open space behind the Turbine Hall. This 

makes the Oil House the potential focus for a sizable out

door space and thus it becomes a way to pull building visi

tors across the site. 

The final structure on the Seaholm site is a large 

gazebo near the Intake Building, along the hike and bike 
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trail. The gazebo is constructed from concrete around the 

base, to a steel and wood trellis over top that has become 

completely overgrown with ivy. The ivy has covered the 

gazebo to such an extent that at times during the sum

mer, the gazebo itself is hidden from view behind a deep, 

leafy curtain. This gazebo is mostly derelict because of 

the lack of other activity around it. 
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The Seaholm Center for Technology and Ecology 

When examining the context of Austin, three themes were identified 

that summarized the city's culture: 

1. Technology: represented bythe computer Industry 

2. Ecology: represented by the landscape and l1s preservation 

3. Democracy: which Indicates dominate public Institutions and Is represented by 

the state aovemment and the university 

Within the city and among the city's inhabitants, these three themes are hy

bridized into a single culture that embodies all of these general aspects. 

The purpose of this project is to manifest Austin's unique locality 

within the context of cultural homogenization brought about by globalization. 

Thus, if Austin's culture is embodied by the hybridization of technology, ecol

ogy, and democracy, then a facility manifesting this culture must also hybrid

ize these elements. Consequently, the program for the Seaholm development 

will be split into three parts corresponding to: 
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Early Science and Technology Center: Palals des Machines, Paris Exhibition 1897: Image from Stuart Durant, Pa/a/s des Machines 
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• Technology: this part of the Seaholm development will demonstrate 

and represent the computer industry in Austin, and also Austin's 

global influence and aspirations. 

• Ecology: This piece of the program will demonstrate and represent 

the natural environment in Austin and show the importance of its 

preservation. 

• Democracy: This piece of the Seaholm program will demonstrate and 

represent the importance of public institutions to the city, emphasiz

ing their consensus building and minority representation functions. 

Far from being discrete units of program, it is important that these disparate 

pieces blend, collide, and otherwise inform each other, just as they do in the 

actual city. The Seaholm development must also be mitigated throughout by 

public space, places of in-between, which encourage interaction and allow the 

three basic qualities of Austin's culture to be informed by a fourth element: 

the city's citizens. 

Technology: A Science and Technology Center 

"The natural and technical sciences have no national boundaries. The 

laws of physics and those of telecommunications are the same In both 

rapidly developing and highly lndustrlallzed countries. With this In mind, It 

would seem that museums of science and technology and science centers 

throughout the world could adopt and speak the same languaae. • 

Amalendu Bose, former director of the National Council of Sci

ence Museums In India 
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"Every social Institution Is a product of the environment and culture of Its 

ree)on and museums are not an exception. Therefore, the objectives of a 

science museum differ markedly depending on locatlon. It Is Imperative to 

appreciate the background of the place and the cultural moorings of the 

people." 

Victor J. Danllov. Science and Technology Centers 

These two quotes show the inherent paradox of locality within glob

alization - especially as it relates to technology. It is true that science is the 

universal language, but this fact must be mitigated by the context in which 

the science is placed. Likewise, a center of science and technology, such as is 

being proposed for Austin, must simultaneously express the universality of 

science, while at the same time showing how this universality is shaded by 

the uniqueness of the city. This paradox also helps to explain the dual pur

pose of the science and technology center in the Seaholm development: it is 

designed to show the ways in which Austin produces and uses technology to 

interact and compete globally, while at the same time showing how this 

global technology is an integral part of Austin's local culture. 

For all science and technology centers, the key issue and measure of 

success is the facility's ability to educate its users. This education should in

clude: 

1. The a.irrent state of science and technolog,< 

2. The history of the process that has led to the current state 

3. The a.ilture and society that produces these Innovations 

4. What this all means for the future1 

In general, many science and technology centers ignore the second 

and third points, becoming in essence cheerleaders for innovation. This ten

dency introduces science as a process divorced from context and technology as 
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an almost magically created product. The reductivism implied by this type of 

science and technology center, while instilling awe of and excitement about 

new discovery, also presents an unbalanced and shallow interpretation of sci

ence, ignoring its cultural impetus and effects.2 

The benefit of introducing a science and technology center into a 

complex that is intended to convey local culture is that the culture's resultant 

impact on technology can be shown more clearly. Consequently, the locality 

induced by public space and public interaction is juxtaposed against the glob

ality of technology, allowing them to feed off of and inform each other. 

The ultimate success of the science and technology center would be 

based on its ability to show that just as culture is rooted to past, present, and 

future, technology and science are similarly rooted - thus reinforcing the in

separableness of society, culture, technology, and science. 

The components of a science and technology center include: 

• Exhibit space: exhibits in science centers are typically interactive, 

emphasizing active exploration rather than passive education. 

These hands-on exhibits are intended to simplify science and tech

nology without making it simplistic, removing the mystery and in

timidation that so often accompany the technical arts. 

• Public space: such as lobby, gift shop, cafes, and restrooms. These 

spaces should be related to the science center, but should be capable 

of operating separately in order to draw building users on their own. 

• Staff spaces: such as offices, exhibit prep and storage, loading and 

unloading, and conference rooms 

Additional activities and spaces, such as: 

• Classrooms and laboratories intended for primary, secondary, and 

university students 
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• Theaters and auditoriums for films and lectures relating to the sci

ence center, but also for small commercial films and productions as 

well as community meetings 

• Planetarium, which can emphasize Austin's place not only locally or 

globally, but universally - the ultimate perspective, tying the area 

back to nature in the widest sense 

• Library and bookstore 

• Space for artists-in-residence and scholars-in residence, both of 

whom are used by progressive science centers to design new exhibits 

and examine innovative ways to communicate their educational mis

sion3 

Ecology 

lo 
Austin is defined by its natural environment. Although the city was 

founded for the purposes of government, its location and development are tied 

as much to the beauty of the surrounding hills and streams as to the presence 

of any man-made institutions. Seaholm's location on the banks of the Colo

rado River and its proximity to Shoal Creek provides the opportunity for the 

development to become an integral connection to Austin's natural landscape. 

This connection can further the purpose of ecology by making visitors more 

aware of their surroundings and the elements. This resulting awareness fos

ters the ecological action, which plays such an important role in the city's cul

ture, and shows the necessity for preserving nature and the land. 
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The key issue for the ecology component in relation to the entire 

Seaholm project is, once again, education. Here, the education must show the 

following things: 

• The importance of nature and natural habits globally 

• The importance of the natural environment to Austin, specifically 

• The ways that technology produced for global purposes can also be 

used at a local scale for ecological preservation - i.e. the technology 

of ecology 

Special emphasis should be given to the idea that ecology doesn't always 

mean the exclusion of human impact on the land. Instead, ecology requires 

coexistence between man and nature, as represented by Barton Springs Pool, 

where a fragile natural ecosystem and a recreational area for the city simul

taneously exist. 
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Ecological exhibit on the layers of the earth: Image from Kathleen McLean, Planning fOr People In Museum Exhibitions 
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Spaces and activities that reinforce ecology include 

• Exhibit space: similar to technology center exhibit space in that it 

should be a hands-on and visually bold display showing ecological 

systems and technologies. This exhibit space should appeal to all 

visitors - residents and tourists, young and old. 

• 
• 

Nature walks and Hike and Bike trails 

Aquarium to explain the ecology of the Colorado river and the vari

ous creeks, emphasizing local endangered species and their place 

and importance in natural ecosystems 

• Observation tower, to mark place and provide views of the city 

within nature 

• Office/meeting/conference space for local ecological groups 

Democracy: Community Action 

cy 
Austin's history is dominated by its public institutions. The impor

tance of the state government and the University of Texas cannot be underes

timated in terms of the ways they have directed Austin's growth and charac

ter. Part of this character includes a willingness to participate in the public 

process - so much so that architect Antoine Predock has described the city as 

"terminally democratic"4• Democracy is inherently a tug-of-war of differing 

values and opinions, but its end emphasis on consensus helps to define a 

city's overall societal values. The Seaholm development should encourage 
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the activities implicit in this democracy because it is precisely the act of local 

political involvement that leads to community action and cohesiveness. The 

politics fostered by Seaholm should be at the grassroots, local level - provid

ing space for community meetings and planning sessions, as well as offices 

for lobbyists and ombudsmen for the city hall, located only four blocks away. 

Seaholm is explicitly appropriate for promoting community politics because it 

is a public institution for the entire city and has inclusiveness and education 

- two primary purposes of government - as its central goals. 

The most important goal for this part of the program is that it cre

ates new opportunities for community action and involvement. 

Spaces and activities 

• Offices for city lobbyists 

• Community meeting space 

Public Space: The intermediary 

a e 
As already stated, breaking down an area's cultural tendencies is an 

unnatural simplification of the elegant mess of values, beliefs, and traditions 

that form a culture. In reality, the general trends of Austin's culture - tech

nology, democracy, and ecology, together with all of their contradictions and 

incompatibilities - are blended together and reformed by the city's inhabi

tants into a unique and cohesive whole. Thus, a building that operates 

within and celebrates local culture should be a crucible that allows the raw 

material of a society to filter through and be transformed by the locality's 

citizens - people are the generators of culture. 
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With this in mind, the Seaholm development must take the places 

and activities already described and infuse them with public space. This pub

lic space should not only provide transitions and juxtapositions between other 

parts of the building's program, but should also stand on their own as a meet

ing place for the city. As such, the emphasis of the design should be on bring

ing people together and providing a quality environment within which to in

teract. 

Activities and spaces 

• Landscape: parks, gardens, paths. This should be quality green 

space for the city and should connect to the Town Lake Park system, 

making Seaholm a node of activity along the river. 

• Open space: plazas, courtyards, decks. These spaces should be used 

both by science center attendees and by surrounding residents and 

workers and should be filled with program and activities, creating an 

active urban place 

• Restaurants: instead of the typical museum cafe, Seaholm restau

rants should be a draw to all area residents instead of only the sci

ence center attendees 

• Coffee shops: similarly to the restaurants, a coffee shop should be 

independent and open late, extending the hours that people can use 

the area 

• Significant retail space: small retail stores can extend the hours of 

use in the development, draw a wider variety of users, and animate 

public spaces. 
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Publlc lobby for meeting and large art Installations In the Tate Modem Art Museum, London: Image from GA Document 62 
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• City tourist office: this would reinforce Seaholm as the center of Aus

tin's cultural activities and help draw visitors and new residents to 

the project. 

Public space In Zllker park, Austin: Image by au
thor 

• Seating: well designed and abundant 

seating that encourages people to stop in 

the public spaces, rather than merely 

pass through 

• Amphitheaters and stages: providing the 

opportunity for evening concerts and 

other events and further animating the 

public spaces 

• Trees and fountains: these amenities 

should be treated as important spaces 

themselves, rather than merely adjunct 

to other spaces, emphasizing the impor

tance of natural features to Austin. 

Throughout the complex, public space should be filled with local art - paint

ings indoors, sculptures outdoors - created by regional artists and craftsper-

sons. 
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Facility Design Issues 

sign Issues 

Area Design Guidelines 

The importance of the Seaholm site to both the downtown core, and 

to the Town Lake Park makes it imperative that the design guidelines pro

vided for these areas be considered and employed throughout. The emphasis 

of both of these guidelines on public space is consistent with the goals of the 

Seaholm development and will help ensure its success in that area.5 

Accessibility 

A further consideration in relation to Seaholm's use as a public space 

for all inhabitants is that the buildings must comply with all ADA guidelines 

and codes. In relation to the exhibit space in particular, care must be taken 

to ensure that the educational goals of the facility are not lost on those who 

are mobility impaired or have reduced visual capabilities. In the exhibit 

space design, and in the public space, it is recommended that a total accessi

bility standard be applied that uses ADA as a minimum standard of 

accessibility. 

Sound Quality 

The importance of good acoustics should be considered for the pro

ject, particularly for the auditorium and any other theater spaces. The wide 

variety of intended uses in the auditorium makes it difficult to design for an 

optimal sound quality and reverberation time. In general, a sound reverb of 

1.2 - 2.5 seconds would be a good, all-around goal. To achieve this, there 

should be approximately 150 cubic feet per audience member, but an increase 

to 220 cubic feet per audience member could be useful in concert applications. 
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More importantly, because the auditorium will have close proximity to both 

the exhibit spaces and the lobby, there should be a high degree of acoustical 

isolation, either through sound deadening and deflecting materials, or 

through a doubly enclosed structure. 6 

More generally, the large open spaces and impervious building ma

terials such as concrete in the Turbine Hall and throughout the Seaholm 

complex makes it especially important that the sound quality of the spaces be 

considered. In the public lobbies and meeting areas, there should be consid

eration given to acoustical dampening devices such as acoustic paneling and 

indoor plants. 

Environmental Design 

In keeping with the stated importance and respect for the natural 

environment, as well as the city's commitment to environmental issues, it is 

imperative that the Seaholm facility be designed to a high environmental 

standard. This environmentalism and sustainability should be accomplished 

in a holistic way considering: 

Envtronmental r~se of lndustrlal complex: lmaae from 

Sebastiano Brandollnl, Architecture Nov 2000 

• Natural day-lighting strategies 

• Adapting design to climate, in

cluding taking advantage of 

summer breezes and blocking 

winter winds, as well as covered 

outdoor spaces for protection 

from the summer sun. 

• Natural ventilation 

• Layering spaces to help create 

comfortable microclimates 

• Rainwater drainage, especially 
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from parking lots, to limit motor oil and fertilizer run-off into Shoal 

Creek and the Colorado River 

• Passive and active strategies to 

limit heat gain into the building 

in the summer, helping to re-

duce reliance on air-

conditioning 

• Passive heating and heat recov

ery systems to help reduce or 

eliminate the need for winter 

heating 

• Extensive use of plants, indoors 

and out 

• Sustainable materials that can 

be easily recycled 

• Non-toxic materials 

Boilers converted to diving tanks: Image from Sebastiano 

Brandolini, Architecture Nov 2000 

The design of the facility and surrounding spaces should pay special atten

tion to the inherent complications arising from maintaining the quality of the 

natural environment within an urban context. Especially in relation to ur

ban waterways, there is a contradiction present in trying to preserve the 

natural ecosystem while at the same time opening up that ecosystem for pub

lic use. In this respect the Seaholm site should be an example to the rest of 

the city in how to develop in a sensible and sustainable way along urban 

creeks. In this issue, building pollution, site run-off, and discarded garbage 

from heavy pedestrian use should all be addressed proactively. 
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Lighting 

Most installations in the exhibit space will not contain sensitive arti

facts or artwork, and thus rigorous control of light is not as stringent a re

quirement as in museums or galleries. Instead, adaptability to various light

ing schemes is of paramount importance. Lighting should be mounted on 

Adaptive r&-Use of abandoned Industrial complex In Ger
many: Image from Sebastiano Brandolini, Archtte«ure Nov 
2000 

Sign age 

tracks to be easily changed or reposi

tioned. Further, there should be access 

to natural light in each exhibit space, 

which can be easily blocked off for dark 

lighting schemes. Lighting in circula

tion spaces should not be ignored, and 

can take better advantage of day

lighting solutions. Generally speaking, 

day-lighting should be considered pref

erable to artificial lighting and should be 

used in any occasion appropriate and 

feasible.7 

An integral part of any exhibit is signage. Signs in this part of the 

museum should follow guidelines laid out in the American Association of Mu

seum's Standards Manual for Signs and Labels. Care should be taken to 

connect signage to visual cues that can help lead visitors from exhibit to ex

hibit. 8 

Appropriate Adaptive Re-use 

The principle buildings in this development are all part of the de

commissioned Seaholm Power Plant. When recycling these buildings from 

industrial use to cultural and civic purposes it is important that the original 
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character of the structures be maintained. The importance of Seaholm in 

particular derives from the general lack of industrial buildings remaining in 

Austin, thus making the remaining ones all the more important in showing 

the city's history and development. Furthermore, the reuse of old buildings, 

aside from economic benefits, also helps to provide a continuity and legiti

macy to a city, especially in its center, 

where the presence of a wide variety of 

building types and ages provides the op

portunity for a wide variety of uses and 

characters. 

It is important to remember, 

however, that this project is as much 

about Austin's future as it is about the 

city's past. While it is often appropriate 

to carefully preserve older structure 

against any aesthetic changes, the Sea-

Industrial bulldlngtumed Into an experimental theater: Im

age from Sebastiano Brandolini, Architecture Nov 2000 

holm site should take a more proactive approach to historic preservation, 

with the intent to primarily preserve the industrial character and civic scale 

of the power plant, rather than simply its appearance. This approach will 

allow for careful mediation of the original structures with new pieces of de

sign, emphasizing the continual evolution of the city as a whole. 
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U&frtlng Installation at an old coal factory In Germany: Image from Sebastiano Brandolini, Architecture Nov 2000 
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Project Summary 

CTSUMM RY 

Program changes: 
han 

As the design of this project progressed over the course of the semes

ter , several changes were made to the program that warrant mentioning. 

The majority of these changes came in the facility section of the program, 

when the scope of the project started to move away from the design of a 

science and technology center specifically, and moved more towards the 

design of public buildings generally. For this reason, some of the more pro

grammatically complicated spaces that were originally in the program, such 

as the planetarium, and the theaters were removed from the final design. 

Instead of designing these spaces, more time was spent with the outdoor 

spaces - the landscape - and indoor circulation. Furthermore, the issue of 

adaptive use of historical structures became a larger design issue than the 

program might suggest - a lot of design energy was expended trying to un

derstand how modern interventions can slip and cleave through older struc

tures. 

Other design changes came in the context section. These changes 

occurred primarily as a result of the now shaky economy in Austin. At the 

time that the program was written, a large number of construction projects 

were planned or underway in the immediate vicinity of the Seaholm re

development (see 1/4 mile mapping). Currently, a large number of these 

projects have been postponed or cancelled. When these contextual changes 
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began to take place, it caused the initial conception of the project, as a piece 

of urban infill with a park component, to change. During the design semes

ter, as proposed projects around Seaholm began to falter, it became more 

appropriate to consider the Seaholm site as a primarily park-like one, with 

the most important connections being towards the riverside parks, rather 

than to downtown. Understanding this, many of the proposed changes to the 

site were left out, including the addition of a large parking garage and retail 

component, as well as several additional roads that were meant to complete 

the downtown grid on that corner of the CBD. Instead of these changes, the 

parking for the Seaholm center was placed underground behind the turbine 

hall. Furthermore, except for the renewed connection between West Ave. and 

Cesar Chavez St., the proposed streets within the site were left out. In 

accordance with the idea of the Seaholm center becoming a park node along 

the river, a pedestrian and bicycle bridge was added to the program and 

stretched across the river to connect the hike and bike trails on either shore. 

Final Design • 
I n 

This design is an attempt at interlayering and interfolding experi

ences and purposes. The primary elements of this particular design are 

simply a path (line), three observation towers (points), and a new roof for the 

turbine hall (plane). These limited and fragmentary pieces, however , are 

intended to weave into the existing site, helping to consolidate the already 

established sense of place while conversely using that sense of place as a 

starting point for the new design. In this way, the re-use of the Seaholm 

complex does not impose itself upon the park landscape of the river or the 
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urban landscape of downtown Austin. Rather, the design is a thickening and 

intensification of both of these things. 

The Path 

The most important element of the design is line of the Path that 

leads from the south side of the river across and through the turbine build

ing, and terminating next to the railroad tracks on the north border of the 

site. This Path is not in itself a completed thing, but instead is the seed 

crystal from which a multi-dimensional project can emerge over time. This 

Path is a framework. The idea behind a physically fragmented design is that 

its importance grows from a sense of experience, with the experience unifying 

the various parts of the building complex and the site, rather than the frag

mentary insertions themselves. Importantly, to function in a truly fragile, 

sensorial, and phenomenological way, the experience generated along this 

path should not be a momentary and shallow experience, but instead be an 

unfolding, evolving, and anchored by the concerted psychic weight of corpore

ality and sensoriality. In the final design, this experiential evolution is 

achieved by the physical character of the path itself as a fourth dimensional 

thing, but on a more tectonic level, the path was broken or interrupted in 

several places, allowing for different conditions within and along it. These 

ruptures in the path become points - usually represented by towers - that 

bring pauses to the journey and are places for events to occur. The path itself 

is designed with materials that appeal to the senses in a haptic, rather than a 

simply visual way such as stone, unfinished wood, and weathered metals 

such as oxidized steel and copper. These materials are put together in such a 

way that they show different things at different distances - the bridges and 
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circulation towers appear as solid elements from a distance, but gradually 

dematerializes into a set of wooden screens when you are within the elements 

themselves. Similarly, the ramps that lead down into the lower levels of the 

Turbine Hall are covered in rough-hewn limestone, appearing at first as rifts 

in the earth, but from within are filled with dancing light that filters in from 

above and from between the stones themselves. 

The Path-as-framework allows for opportunities along it. In 

this design, some of these opportunities were taken advantage of, while 

others were not - this too was a manifestation of the fragmentary design. In 

the current design, one way in which the framework was taken advantage of 

was in the Turbine Hall and the ways in which the exhibition spaces in the 

hall interact with the path insertion. Other places along the path, however, 

were left more open. The south side of the river, for instance, now has the 

tower that completes the bridge and the Path through the site. This tower 

however, was left solitary, despite the new found importance of the place as 

the Point from which the Processional Line springs. It is the intention of the 

design that eventually, this place will have greater programmatic impor

tance, but as yet it does not. Likewise, the space behind the turbine hall was 

essentially left vacant. In the original design, this was to be the place where 

the planetarium, extra classrooms, and a light rail station were to be placed. 

Now, the idea is that these pieces have an opportunity to occur without being 

forced. Thus, if in the future, these programmatic elements are built, they 

can be placed in such a way that works with and, in one sense, completes the 

overall design. Once again, this adds the idea of forth dimensionality, or 

time, to the project - allowing the complex to grow and evolve beyond its 

necessarily narrow initial scope. 
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The Observation Towers 

There are three new observation towers in this design, as well as 

several circulation towers that, while smaller, act in a similar way. The 

Observation Towers, as discussed earlier, represent interruptions in the Path 

that allow for pauses along the experiential journey. The towers have been 

placed so that each shows different things. The first tower, on the south side 

of the river, is an important new node and seed crystal for development. In 

addition to this function, the tower is a physical demarcation of the beginning 

of the path. As such, the intention for the views from the tower is to show the 

Seaholm complex within the context of downtown Austin and the entire river. 

This tower will provide an orientation for the journey through and even 

beyond the Seaholm site. The second tower is placed in the middle of the 

river itself. This space is intended to show views of the Seaholm buildings 

and to create a dynamic perspective from which to see the Intake Building's 

siting along the river with the gray bulk of the Turbine Hall rising on the hill 

behind it. The final tower occurs among the smokestacks behind the turbine 

hall. Here, one of the smokestacks was removed and in its place a new glass 

"smokestack" was placed. This new tower pushes views back out to the 

landscape, allowing people who have arrived from the parking garage to have 

the same views of the region around the site. 

The Turbine Hall Roof 

The existing roof of the Turbine Hall is made of concrete panels laid 

across massive concrete beams , with a ridge running through the middle of 

the roof and along the entire length of the building. In the new design, the 
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concrete panels have been removed and been replaced by a great plane of 

glass. This glass roof transforms the existing space of the Turbine Hall into a 

bright and airy place. Importantly, the essential character of the building is 

the same, since the new roof follows the same form and structure of the old 

one. At the same time, however, there is a re-contextualization that occurs in 

which the drab and shadowed interior of the building and the cold lumps of 

industrial remnants are suddenly seen in full sunlight, allowing the muscular 

and work-beaten beauty of the space to be seen. 
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